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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...
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X3D: Extensible 3D Graphics for Web Authors (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the early days of the Web a need was recognized for a language to display 3D objects through a browser. An HTML-like language, VRML, was proposed in 1994 and became the standard for describing interactive 3D objects and worlds on the Web. 3D Web courses were started, several best-selling books were published, and VRML continues to be used today....
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Network+ Certification Study Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
This book’s primary objective is to help you prepare for and pass the required Network+ exam so you can begin to reap the career benefi ts of certifi cation. We believe that the only way to do this is to help you increase your knowledge and build your skills. After completing this book, you should feel confi dent that you have thoroughly...
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A+ Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study
	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating System Technologies exams  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when...
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The Scientific Revolution and the Foundations of Modern Science (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events 1500-1900)Greenwood Press, 2005
Applebaum offers beginning university students the perfect introduction to the age of the scientific revolution from 1500 to 1800. Many scientific ideas and much medical information improved dramatically during those times as investigators began a relentless drive, which continues today, toward a better understanding of the natural world....One...
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Legal Programming: Designing Legally Compliant RFID and Software Agent Architectures for Retail Processes and BeyondSpringer, 2004
"Thought-provoking and far-sighted, this book provides a detailed analysis of the legal issues involved in on-line business and how a new generation of electronic agents can help. If you’re grappling with these issues today—or if you just want to see what’s coming tomorrow—this book is an excellent place to...
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Screws (Early Bird Physics)Lerner Publications, 2001
You work every day. At home, you work in the kitchen. At school, you sharpen pencils. It may surprise you to learn that you also work during recess and at lunch. Playing and eating are work, too!

About the Authors

Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and doing...
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Designing Social Interfaces: Principles, Patterns, and Practices for Improving the User Experience (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
From the creators of Yahoo!'s Design Pattern Library, Designing Social Interfaces provides you with more than 100 patterns, principles, and best practices, along with salient advice for many of the common challenges you'll face when starting a social website. Designing sites that foster user interaction and community-building is a valuable...
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Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus Value Package (includes Study Guide for Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus)Prentice Hall, 2008

	his book is a new type of intermediate macroeconomics textbook- Until now, the choice was between books that use calculus to present formal theory dryly and with few, if any, applications to the real world and books that include applications but present theory using only graphs and algebra. This book uses calcu- lus, algebra, and graphs to...
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Teaching with iPad How-toPackt Publishing, 2012

	Use your iPad creatively for everyday teaching tasks in schools and universities


	Overview

	
		Plan your lessons on iPad and share notes quickly
	
		Use exclusive iPad 3D resources for more engaging learning.
	
		Use your iPad for creating and giving presentations.


...
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Good Math: A Geek's Guide to the Beauty of Numbers, Logic, and Computation (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Mathematics is beautiful--and it can be fun and exciting as well as practical. Good Math is your guide to some of the most intriguing topics from two thousand years of mathematics: from Egyptian fractions to Turing machines; from the real meaning of numbers to proof trees, group symmetry, and mechanical computation. If you've ever...
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Web Engineering: Principles and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the advent of the Web, every aspect of our lives and organizational activities has changed dramatically. Organizations’ expectations and dependencies on the use of Web technologies have increased rapidly over the years. Most organizations have conceived these Web technologies as a critical instrument for enhancing their performance;...
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